
media relations guide

10 MINUTES A DAY TO YOUR FIRST $10K



Expanded reach: The media helps you amplify your message to reach a wider
audience
Free access: As opposed to paid advertising, media coverage is always cost-free
Strategic priority: Helping local business and community leaders attract positive
philanthropic media attention can be an exciting win and/or relationship-builder

Gaining media attention for your fundraiser is a great way to drive results. Benefits
include:

This guide will help you be confident and successful in shining a news spotlight on
your fundraiser.
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story pitch

star

lead contact Someone who serves as the point person for the
reporter, providing all necessary information and
logistics to produce the news piece

ingredients of your media pitch

A narrative that is customized with a story angle,
format and timeline that reporter and news outlet
typically cover

Person(s) who are willing to “star” in the segment,
physically appearing on camera to bring the story to
life

create the perfect story
It’s important to customize your pitch to media outlets and reporters in a way that is
relevant and timely for them. For every pitch, you'll need a relevant ANGLE, a media
outlet that covers your GEOGRAPHY and a news coverage TIMELINE that fits your
needs.

story angle

Reporters have a wide variety of interest areas and
topics they cover. Furthermore, what is “news” for one
media outlet may not make the cut for another. It’s
important to share your fundraising story through the
appropriate lens to attract the attention of your desired
reporters and outlets. 
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angles to explore

Cover a special event at the local business
location where community, business and/or
nonprofit leaders speak, try, demo or participate in
something related to your GOOD DEAL. At the
event, you can also make a newsworthy
announcement or report progress on important
goals.
Go “behind-the-scenes” to see how something
related to your GOOD DEAL is made/produced at
the business, why the business is supporting the
nonprofit in this unique way and what will be
funded through their support. Ensure there is a
clear and unique tie to the nonprofit in what you
propose to highlight on camera.
Break down an unknown, urgent need and/or see
groundbreaking work in the community. Showcase
how critical it is to address this need and detail
how community business partners are working to
drive change.
Tell the personal story of how the owners,
managers or employees are connected to/affected
by/involved with the cause. Add a truly human lens
on why the cause is motivating to them and how
the GOOD DEAL will help.

GEOGRAPHY AND COVERAGE AREA

If your fundraiser takes place at an array of businesses
– some inside and some outside the publication’s
geographical boundaries – make sure your pitch
prominently features or solely focuses on the events
and activities of the partners inside that media outlet’s
coverage area.
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Prepare a list of contacts to whom you can pitch your potential stories. When doing your
research, be sure to include both general news desk email addresses and phone
numbers, plus the contact information for specific reporters who cover local nonprofits
and businesses.

Print coverage: A good starting point is the U.S.
Newspaper List (USNPL), which lists newspapers
by state and city. Also consider local city
newspapers, neighborhood-based newsletters,
school-based news sources and community-centric
publications, such as those from your local Chamber
of Commerce. 

Radio stations: Discover all of the radio stations in
your area using the free radio locator tool. It links to
each station’s website where you can find contact
information for shows and reporters of interest.

Television stations: Most major networks – NBC,
CBS, ABC and Fox – have local affiliates that
actively seek local interest stories. Simply google
the network + your metropolitan area to identify
each television station’s local website.

Websites: Local websites include blogs, digital news
sites and even Facebook groups dedicated to
posting news and announcements about specific
geographic locations. One of the biggest online
networks for local news stories is Patch Network,
with individual websites for several hundred
neighborhoods and cities.
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timelines
Media outlets have different timelines for gathering and
reporting information - whether its daily, weekly, monthly
or on some entirely different schedule. Ensure that, if
you earn a story with that outlet, it will be published at a
time that is relevant and helpful to your fundraising
schedule.

identify media contacts
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Use this worksheet to brainstorm the media contacts that may be able to tell your story. You do not need to
pursue every type of outlet on this list. Select only the number and type of media outlets and reporters that fit
your needs and your capacity to manage. When doing your research, be sure to include both general news
desk email addresses and phone numbers, plus the contact information for specific reporters who cover local
nonprofits and businesses.

media relations planner

Pitch Notes
Existing 

Relationship?

Metro Area

Neighborhood

Other

NEWSPAPERS

Media Outlet Name Business

Lead for Outreach

Nonprofit
Reporter Name and

Contact Info

 

TV STATIONS
ABC

CBS

FOX

NBC

Metro Area

Local

Podcasts

Other

RADIO

Chamber of Commerce

Houses of Worship

Community

School

NEWSLETTERS

Local Blogs

Social Media Groups

Business Association

ONLINE

OTHER
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Local Biz Funding Winter Coats for [NEIGHBORHOOD NAME] Kids
4 Businesses Team Up to Remove Lead Paint from [SCHOOL]

Nonprofit Fundraiser Next Week
[NONPROFIT NAME], [BUSINESS NAME], [OTHER NAMES]
Teaming Up 

YES to subjects that show local impact, urgent news or
heartwarming human interest

NO to general, non-specific or long subjects

Reporters and news desks receive many pitches every day, so write a pitch that stands
out using the tips below.
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write your pitch

Create a short subject line that tells the story in a nutshell
Subject lines with a count of 49 characters or less have a 12.5% higher open rate and
a 75% greater “read” rate than those with longer subject lines.

Personalize your opening sentence to show you did your homework
about that reporter or media outlet

"I loved your coverage about the challenges of kids in
[NEIGHBORHOOD ABC] and wanted to let you know about tangible
steps [XYZ BUSINESSES] are doing to help. In fact, the mayor will be
recognizing these businesses on [DATE/TIME/LOCATION]…"

"Last month, you reported on the county commission’s investigation of
lead paint in area schools. Now, four local businesses in
[NEIGHBORHOOD ABC] are teaming up to take action."

Any copy/paste of the same message to all reporters across all media
outlets

Include a succinct summary of core details

Every pitch must contain the 4 W’s of the story: who, what, when, where
and why.

Less is more: Cap your pitch at 2-3 paragraphs. Include web links to
condense the amount of information you write and direct reporters to
additional background.
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Subject: [LESS THAN 50 CHARACTERS]

Body: 
Dear [REPORTER NAME],

[OPENING SENTENCE THAT SHOWS YOU KNOW THEM/THEIR WORK AND
LINKS YOUR STORY PITCH DIRECTLY TO THEM]

[SENTENCE ABOUT THE STORY YOU WANT THEM TO COVER.] I’m including the
important details below and will call you shortly to follow up.

WHO: [LIST YOUR NONPROFIT, BUSINESS PARTNER(S) AND ANY OTHER
OFFICIALS/INFLUENCERS YOU PLAN TO INVOLVE IN THE EVENT OR STORY]
WHAT: [YOUR STORY PITCH HERE]
WHERE: [BUSINESS OR NONPROFIT LOCATION]
WHEN: [DATE AND TIME]
HOW: The community can support this important cause by shopping our GOOD
Deals at [XYZ BUSINESSES] from [DATE to DATE]. [ALSO, IF RELEVANT, INVITE
COMMUNITY MEMBERS TO ANY SPECIAL EVENTS AFFILIATED WITH YOUR
FUNDRAISER]

Sincerely,
[YOUR NAME, ORGANIZATION'S NAME, CONTACT INFO]

media pitch email template
This template can be customized and sent to reportersM
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activate your pitch

First, send your email that you prepared using the template
above

Next, place a phone call. Be prepared to leave a 30-
second voicemail, essentially recapping what you sent on
email. Make sure you leave your phone number and email
address so the reporter can call you back, plus tell the
reporter they can find your email in their inbox, sent at
[XYZ TIME].

Reporters are busy and news cycles change rapidly. Don’t
be disheartened if you don’t get an immediate response.
Continue to follow up at least 2-3 times or until you get a
clear “no” from the reporter.

email

call

follow up

local media relations Guide
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Ask the reporter questions in advance: Will the coverage be live or
pre-recorded? When will it be published? Who will report on it? Is
there anything else you can do to prepare or be helpful?

Research the journalist: Look at the work they’ve done in the past
so that you have an idea of their style and approach.

Create your key messages: Write down and practice delivering the
messages that are most important to you. Speak in short, quotable
sound bites. Repeat your points in a variety of ways. Highlights
should include:

Who’s involved
Why what you’re doing is so important
What you want your community to do and how people can get
involved

Email story materials: Send your journalist a neat bundle of
resources they can use to produce the story, including sample or
stock photographs and/or videos, websites, statistics and a bulleted
list of your key messages.

Practice taking control: The journalist will ask you a wide array of
questions, and regardless of what they ask, it’s your job to keep
repeating your main points. If your interview is going in a direction
that seems off-track from the story you want to tell, actively transition
back to your own agenda. Here are some storytelling bridges that
you can use in your interview to redirect to your key messages:

That’s an interesting question, but what we think is really
important is…
Perhaps, but the thing we really want people to know is...
Sometimes, but at [XYZ ORGANIZATION], we think we should
be focusing on…

Congratulations on landing media coverage! Before your big interview, take a moment
to prepare for the story. The more you lay out your own vision for the story, the more
precise and accurate your coverage will be.
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prepare for the story

 share the story
Once your story is published, be sure to share it as widely as possible on social media,
Ask your entire network, including friends, colleagues and business or nonprofit support
organizations to help you get more mileage out of your amazing work!
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